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INTRODUCTION

The development of clinical competence involves having the requisite knowledge and abilities to accomplish clinical tasks. Training of clinicians aims to progress the student from novice to at least the initial level of a competent clinician. Each skill has a developmental trajectory (Spruill et al., 2004). A challenging task is that of developing effective methods for assessing the training interview skills and differential diagnoses. One area of assessment has focused on multiple-choice question examinations. While such tests have been shown to have reliable results, multiple-choice question examinations are often poorly written and tend to favor recall-based knowledge, lack content validity, and include cueing effect of the options (Frederiksen, 1984). Another approach is to make use of essay-based examination, to measure clinical judgment. An obvious limitation of essay questions is the large amount of time involved and the potential for subjective interpretation. Perhaps the most widely used approach over the past couple decades has been the Objective Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE; Doig et al., 2000). The OSCE offers educators an objective and structured competency assessment (Harden, 1988). A limitation of the OSCE is that it involves multiple stations (Barrows, 1993). Current therapeutic training systems that employ the OSCE resort to using real persons (hired actors or students) acting as standardized patients to portray patients with given mental health problems. Training of psychiatrists, for example, has involved the use of standardized patients for decades. In the 1960s, Barrows and Abrahamson (1964) argued for the use of a “programmed” patient (standardized patient) for appraising student performance in the development of clinical skills. In the past decade, the American Association of Medical Colleges has increasingly endorsed the use of standardized patients in teaching and evaluating students’ clinical skills (Yudkowsky, 2002). Further, the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education and the National Board of Medical Examiners have encouraged training programs to incorporate standardized patients into assessments of clinical skill development.

BACKGROUND

Traditional approaches to training clinicians in the interpersonal communication skills needed for assessment, diagnosis, and interview performance rely upon a combination of classroom learning and role-playing with human standardized patients. The importance of interpersonal communication is reflected in recent requirements for communication evaluation in medical schools. The Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME, 2007) has emphasized the importance of interpersonal and communication skills in training clinicians. Residents are expected to: (1) create and sustain a therapeutic and ethically sound relationship with the patient; (2) use effective listening skills, eliciting and providing information using effective nonverbal, explanatory, questioning, and writing skills; and (3) work in an efficient manner with others. However, evaluation studies have revealed methodological deficiencies in many cases (Chant et al., 2002) and limited positive training effects (Hulsman et al., 1999). In an effort to increase interpersonal communication assessment, standardized patients (paid human actors) have been recruited and trained to exhibit the characteristics of an actual patient, thereby affording novice clinicians a realistic opportunity to practice and to be evaluated in a mock clinical environment. Although a valuable training approach, there are limitations with the use of human standardized patients. For example, human standardized patients are expensive and cost several thousand dollars per student. Further, given the fact that there are
only a handful of sites (for over 130 medical schools in the U.S.) providing standardized patient assessments of the clinician in training’s communication ability as part of the U.S. Medical Licensing Examination (USMLE), the current model provides limited availability. Whilst training programs commonly make use of standardized patients to teach interview skills, the diversity of the scenarios standardized patients can characterize is limited by availability of human actors. Further, there is the economic concern related to the time and money needed to train standardized patients. The inclusion of a standardized patient in an OSCE tends to cost approximately $10 per hour and then there is the additional $34 per student for involvement in an OSCE Cusimano et al. (1994).

Another concern is the issue of standardization. Despite the expense of standardized patient programs, the standardized patients themselves are typically unskilled actors. As a result of common turnover, administrators face considerable challenges for offering psychometrically reliable and valid interactions with the training clinicians. A related issue is the limited scope that the actors are able to portray. As a result, there tends to be an inadequate array of developmentally, socially, and culturally appropriate scenarios. For example, when a clinician has a pediatric focus and needs access to children, it is difficult for the clinician to pretend that the actor is a child. Finally, many clinical cases (e.g., traumatic brain injury) have associated physical symptoms and behaviors (e.g., dilated pupils, spasms, and uncoordinated movements) that simply cannot be accurately portrayed by human actors. Perhaps most damaging is the “standardization” of standardized patients—will they in fact consistently proffer psychometrically reliable and valid interactions with the training clinicians. OSCE-based checklists may not offer a psychometrically valid measurement of clinical competencies because clinical reasoning is understood as pattern recognition (Regehr, Freeman, Robb, Missiha, & Heisey, 1999).

The plan of this chapter will be as follows: First, in Section 1 “From Virtual Humans to Virtual Standardized Patients,” the author will describe past work in virtual humans and the ways in which the virtual human work has been used to develop virtual standardized patients. Next, in Section 2 “From Cognitive Appraisal to Affect Sensitive Virtual Standardized Patients,” there will be a discussion of the need to move beyond the outdated appraisal theories found in much virtual human work to an approach that more closely approximates affective and cognitive modeling found in psychophysiology and the human neurosciences. In Section 3 “Distributed end-user approach” an answer to the problem of time and resource limitations on current approaches to developing affect sensitive virtual standardized patients.

From Virtual Humans to Virtual Standardized Patients

One proposed answer to some of the difficulties inherent in training persons with standardized patients, hence human actors, is to use virtual humans as patients. Virtual humans (VH) are developing into powerful interfaces that can enable greatly increased intuitive human like interactions. These virtual human systems consist of characters that have realistic appearances, can think and act like humans, and can express themselves both verbally and non-verbally. Additionally, these virtual humans can listen and understand natural language and see or track limited user interactions with speech or vision systems. Advances in simulated virtual humans afford the possibility of virtual standardized patients that reduce cost, ensure standardization and faithfully model psychiatric symptoms.

Virtual humans are artificially intelligent (AI) agents that control computer generated bodies and can interact with users through speech and gesture in virtual environments (Gratch and Rickel, 2002). Advanced virtual humans are able to engage in rich conversations (Traum et al., 2008), recognize nonverbal cues (Morency et al., 2008), analyze social and emotional factors (Gratch & Marsella, 2004) and synthesize human communication and nonverbal expressions (Thiebaux et al., 2008). Building virtual humans requires fundamental advances in AI, speech recognition, natural language understanding and generation, dialog management, cognitive modeling and reasoning, virtual human architectures and computer graphics and animations. All of these technologies need to be integrated together into a single system that can work in unison, be expandable, flexible and plug-and-play with different components.

Virtual Human Agent (VHA) technology has evolved to a point where researchers may begin developing mental health applications that make use of virtual reality patients (Dickerson et al., 2005; Johnsen
et al., 2006; McGee et al., 1998; Stevens et al., 2006; Triola et al., 2006). As underlying enabling technologies continue to evolve and allow us to design functional and usable “structural” clinical virtual environments (VE), the next important challenge will involve “populating” these environments with virtual representations of humans. Over the last five years, the technology for creating virtual humans (VHs) has evolved to the point where they are no longer regarded as simple background characters, but rather can serve a functional interactional role (Gratch et al., 2002; Swartout et al., 2006). This will be vital to create mental health training tools that leverage the use of VHs for applications that require human-to-human interaction and communication.

Building on the VH technology, virtual standardized patients (VSPs) fulfill the role of standardized patients by simulating a particular clinical presentation with a high degree of consistency and realism (Stevens et al., 2005). There is a growing field of research that applies VSPs to training and assessment of bioethics, basic patient communication, interactive conversations, history taking, and clinical assessments (Bickmore & Giorgino, 2006; Bickmore et al., 2007; Lok et al., 2006; Parsons et al., 2008). Results suggest that VSPs can provide valid and reliable representations of live patients (Kenny et al., 2007; Triola et al., 2006; Andrew et al., 2007). Additionally VSPs enable a precise presentation and control of dynamic perceptual stimuli; along with conversational dialog and interactions, they have the potential to provide ecologically valid assessments that combine the veridical control and rigor of laboratory measures approaching a verisimilitude that reflects real life situations (Parsons et al., 2008; Andrew et al., 2007). Prototypes have been developed for mental health assessment (Kenny et al., 2007; Kenny et al., 2008a; Kenny et al., 2008b; Kenny et al., 2009; Parsons et al., 2009a; Kenny and Parsons, 2011) and extended the behavioral fidelity necessary to support such diagnoses (e.g., physical appearance, gestures and facial expressions, reactions to pain, sweating, autonomic arousal; see Parsons, 2011a).

**From Cognitive Appraisal to Affect Sensitive Virtual Standardized Patients**

Much of the current virtual standardized patient work is built on the same architectures that are commonly used in intelligent virtual human research. These virtual human architectures tend to use appraisal models that specify how events, agents and objects are used to elicit an emotional response depending on a set of parameters (e.g., goals, standards and attitudes) representing the subject. In principle, it is possible to model appraisal processes using classical symbolic AI techniques (Picard, 1997; Chwelos & Oatley, 1994). For example, Gratch (2000; see also Marsella & Gratch, 2003) are computer scientists and experts in virtual human research. Their approach to appraisal is based on a computational model of Lazarus’s (1991) appraisal model, in which the agent environment is represented through a causal-interpretive data structure that emphasizes causal reasoning and the interpretative character of the appraisal process. For this approach, appraisal is understood as a set of feature detectors that map features of the “causal interpretation” onto appraisal variables. According to Gratch and colleagues the interpretation represents the virtual human’s current mental view of what events occurred recently, the current value of state predicates, and future plans and goals. Further, the “desirability” of a state is equated with the state’s expected utility.

An unfortunate limitation is that these VH models have limited generalizability to the clinical and affective domains found in VSP research. This is because the cognitive and affective models of virtual humans do not generally account for neurophysiological data (Fellous, Armony, & LeDoux, 2003). Further, as Magnenat-Thalmann and Thalmann (2005) have pointed out in their review of virtual human research, virtual human models of emotional responses tend to be generated from a cognitive point of view and do not adequately take into account the psychophysiological response. While psychologists tend to agree with the contention of computer scientists that appraisal does play a role in many current theories of emotion, most contemporary psychologists studying emotion emphasize the importance of psychophysiological arousal and that emotions are to be understood as cognitive appraisals and are accompanied by autonomic nervous system activity. Although many appraisal models used by computer scientists developing virtual humans contend that cognitive processes (e.g., sensory perception) present verification for the preeminence of appraisal in emotion, contemporary psychologists and neuroscientists indicate that appraisal processes occur following perception and represent a separate...
cognitive process (Izard, 1993). Of course, while most psychologists would agree with computer scientists developing virtual humans that perception is a necessary part of any sensory experience, it is not known whether perceptual processes are the foundation of cognitive models of emotion or if these emotions are concerned with higher order cognitive appraisals that assign meaning and valence (Eckhardt, Norlander, & Deffenbacher, 2004).

A major limitation of many of the appraisal models developed by computer scientists for virtual human research is that they follow outdated appraisal models that assert specific patterns of physiological changes that may be observed in affect occurrence after the subjective experience of affect. Unfortunately, the cognition first models developed by computer scientists for virtual humans are not supported by psychophysiological research (Cox & Harrison, 2008). In fact, a common frustration to attempts at developing an adequate scientific approach to emotion has been focus upon constructing theories of the subjective appraisals. Again studies of the neural basis of emotion and emotional learning have instead focused on how the brain detects and evaluates emotional stimuli and how, on the basis of such evaluations, emotional responses are produced (Magnenat-Thalmann & Thalmann, 2005).

A preferred approach to developing cognitive and affect sensitive virtual human models would include psychophysiological inputs from humans users to the virtual humans during interactions. These additional inputs may be developed into affect-sensitive VSP interfaces that go beyond conventional virtual human models designed by pure (i.e., devoid of psychophysiological metrics) cognitive appraisal principles. An example paradigm for such affect-sensitive VSP interfaces would be similar to the brain-based-devices (BBDs) that are being designed based on biological principles and are programmed to alter their behavior to the environment through self-learning (Edelman, 2006)—as in work being done to develop intelligent robots. A series of devices with sensors and computer-simulated brains have been built in Gerald Edelman’s (2006) Neurosciences Institute in La Jolla. The robot brains are modeled on human anatomy, complete with version of visual cortex, inferotemporal cortex, and hippocampus. It is important to note that these biologically based robot brains are not pre-programmed, but evolve neuronal connections in response to experience. These brain-based devices can learn to recognize patterns and navigate novel environments. Although the development of such computational models for virtual humans would be difficult, researchers (Magnenat-Thalmann & Thalmann, 2005) have pointed out that computational approaches to emotional processing are both possible and practical (see Parsons, 2011a). Nevertheless, the preparation of a virtual human to conduct even a relatively basic free-form conversation can take computer science experts months. The move from a basic appraisal model to a psychophysiological enhanced and effect sensitive virtual standardized patients would require years of collaborative work between computer scientists and psychologists. When the focus is developing virtual standardized patients for clinical competencies, a revised approach is needed—an approach that can move beyond the labor-intensive and time restrictive requirements found in much virtual human research.

**Distributed End-User Approach**

Much of virtual human (see Gratch, 2000; Marsella & Gratch, 2003) and virtual standardized patient work has involved computer scientists and psychologists (Parsons et al., 2008; Kenny et al., 2007; Kenny et al., 2008a; Kenny et al., 2008b; Kenny et al., 2009; Parsons et al., 2009a; Kenny & Parsons, 2011) working together as the hub for transferring information from experts and novices to the conversation corpus. Rosen, Lind, and Lok (2009) have shown that such an approach is limited: 1) corpus retrieval necessitates a corpus comprehensive enough for generalization; 2) logistical limitations in the use of the corpora sources relative to legal use of existing material, cost, time, and end-user availability; and 3) computer scientists are the primary developers, but unless they have psychologists that know the domain their virtual humans will fail to represent a virtual standardized patient. A result of these limitations is that there is an increase in response errors and a decreased ability for the clinician’s interaction with the virtual standardized patient to achieve competency-based training objectives.

Benjamin Lok’s group has moved beyond the limited paradigm discussed above to develop a method that addresses these challenges by directly engaging end-users in the process of knowledge acquisition for conversational modeling. Lok’s group has developed an approach in which psychologists using virtual hu-
mans (as opposed to the computer science developers) generate the clinical model using Human-centered Distributed Conversational Modeling (HDCM). HDCM incorporates concepts and designs from crowdsourcing (Singh et al., 2002) and human-computation (Von Ahn & Dabbish, 2004) to the enumeration of the question-response dialectic found in conversation between a psychologist and client. Hence the knowledge base reflects the conversation of the domain experts (i.e., psychologists).

Lok’s group has extended the HDCM approach to a web application called Virtual People Factory (VPF) that implements the HDCM process and a web service that provides support for presentation in multiple display mediums. Within the HDCM approach, the computer scientists developing the virtual standardized patient create a conversational model through the collection of knowledge from the clinicians and then use the psychiatric knowledge to develop the conversational model. Domain experts (i.e., psychologists) and programming experts (i.e., computer scientists) collaborate asynchronously through a graphical user interface that is useable by the clinician without any knowledge of the computer programming details of conversational modeling (e.g., XML).

In summary, this approach allows for interactions between a training clinician and a virtual standardized patient, in which domain novices (i.e., computer programmers) enumerate the space of what will be said to the virtual standardized patient; while domain experts (i.e., psychologists) enumerate the space of what the virtual standardized patient will respond. Comparison of this approach to that of past work in virtual humans and virtual standardized patient reveals that Lok’s approach allows for faster completion with a much larger corpus of end-users. As a result, a corpus is generated that enumerates the space of a conversation and forms the basis of a virtual standardized patient model for corpus retrieval used in the assessment of clinical competencies.

The fact that virtual humans and virtual standardized patients can now be developed by clinicians using web-based graphical user interfaces is a stimulating advancement. Technological advances in computing and the World Wide Web in the last couple decades (Abbate, 1999) have allowed for Internet-based virtual worlds, in which psychologists can interact with potentially more diverse samples in respect to socioeconomic status, sex, and age than traditional samples that are often drawn from undergraduate students (Gosling et al., 2004). Virtual worlds are made up of online communities in which persons interrelate in simulated environments. The continued progress in the development of robust technologies such as more rapid and secure Internet connections has led to the ever increasing interest in social networks (Boulos & Wheeler, 2007). Virtual worlds provide users to experience social interaction as they participate in individual and group activities. The Virtual People Factory is a web-based application that implements the

**FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS**

There are a number of limitations inherent in the preparation of a virtual humans to conduct even a relatively basic free-form conversation. Current approaches can take computer science experts months to years. Further, the move from a basic appraisal model to a psychophysiological enhanced and affect sensitive virtual standardized patients would require years of collaborative work between computer scientists and psychologists. When the focus is developing virtual standardized patients for clinical competencies, a revised approach is needed—an approach that can move beyond the labor-intensive and time restrictive requirements found in much virtual human research.

One exciting possibility is the work of Lok and colleagues. In their work they have developed a web application called Virtual People Factory (VPF) that implements the HDCM process and a web service that provides support for presentation in multiple display mediums. This approach allows for interactions between a training clinician and a virtual standardized patient, in which domain novices (i.e., computer programmers) enumerate the space of what will be said to the virtual standardized patient; while domain experts (i.e., psychologists) enumerate the space of what the virtual standardized patient will respond. Comparison of this approach to that of past work in virtual humans and virtual standardized patient reveals that Lok’s approach allows for faster completion with a much larger corpus of end-users. As a result, a corpus is generated that enumerates the space of a conversation and forms the basis of a virtual standardized patient model for corpus retrieval used in the assessment of clinical competencies.

The Virtual People Factory is a web-based application that implements the
HDCM process and a web service that provides support implementation in virtual worlds. The combination of virtual world technology, virtual standardized patients, and clinical training protocols offers exciting potential for advancing the assessment and training of clinical competencies.

CONCLUSION

Since virtual humans and virtual environments can allow for precise presentation and control of dynamic perceptual stimuli, conversations and interactions, they can provide ecologically valid therapeutic assessments and treatment that combine the control and rigor of laboratory measures with a verisimilitude that reflects real life situations (Parsons, 2011b). Research into the use of VSPs in psychotherapy training is in its nascent stages. Although progress has been made toward establishing systems that are sensitive to component psychological processes, more studies are required to understand the effectiveness of these systems for training and education, to measure the believability of the characters with respect to their verbal and non-verbal behavior, and the ways in which differences in gender, ethnicity, and personality impact interactions with the VSPs.
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**ADDITIONAL READING**


**KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS**

**Immersion:** State of consciousness where a person experiences being in a virtual environment.

**Standardized Patient:** Actor trained to act as a real patient in order to simulate a set of symptoms or problems.

**Virtual Human:** Embodied agent with a graphical front-end that is capable of engaging in conversation with humans.

**Virtual Standardized Patients:** Virtual humans programmed to portray standardized patient scenarios.